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CALIFORNIA

West Hollywood to require vaccinations for
indoor diners and restaurant workers
The city of West Hollywood is joining several other California jurisdictions in requiring vaccine
proof not just for workers, but for restaurant guests. While state lawmakers decided to set
aside a proposal for a vaccine requirement for the public, cities and counties have moved
forward. The CRA encourages vaccination against COVID-19, which has proven to be the most
e!ective way of getting restaurants and the economy reopened, but requiring restaurants to
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enforce vaccine mandates places an unfair burden on these workers.
RELATED: Tourists beat up Upper West Side hostess over vaccine proof
FULL STORY

Redwood City businesses mount joint
defense to ADA lawsuits
“We are a group right now of 10 restaurants
and all of us have been sued by the same
guy 10 days apart,” Camelia Coupal, who
owns the Coupa Café, said. “Everybody got
the same claim, copy-paste the same
complaint.”
Read more

San Diego Restaurant Week starts
Sunday with over 75 participating
venues
The CRA’s San Diego chapter has been busy
planning San Diego Restaurant Week, which
kicks o! this Sunday, giving restaurant
participants a bit of help as they aim to
recover from the impacts of the pandemic.
The event also gives foodies a chance to
reconnect with their favorite restaurants or
try something new.
Read more

Mindful Minute by UnitedHealth
Group + Restaurants Care
September is Suicide Prevention Month. For
this month’s Mindful Minute, we want to share
a message from our friends at Active Minds to
remind you that you are not alone and the
world needs you here.
Watch the 1-minute video
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More tips on reducing stress here

NATIONAL

States, cities debut vaccine apps and
portals
New apps being released both by
government agencies and private entities
aim to make it easier for you to carry your
proof of vaccination with you when you are
visiting a jurisdiction that requires vaccine
proof in indoor, public gathering places.
Read more

In!ation, a labor crunch and the delta
variant pressure restaurants heading
into fall, survey "nds
Restaurateurs have known for months that
their industry is facing enormous "nancial
pressure, but now, new research is helping
quantify the scope of today’s challenges,
which hold true for restaurants around the
country.
Read more

DoorDash rolls out alcohol delivery to
20 states
The move is part of an e!ort by DoorDash
to expand its o!erings beyond restaurant
meals. In jurisdictions where the law allows
it, the company will deliver alcoholic drinks
from restaurants, convenience stores, and
grocery stores. DoorDash has added
grocery delivery to its app, along with an
online convenience store, DashMart.
Read more
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Did COVID Impact Your Business?
You could be eligible for thousands of dollars
per employee. Beyond Payroll can help.
Learn more

Helping local restaurants stay open
Running a restaurant has never been easy;
nowadays, it’s harder than ever for many of the
restaurants in our communities. That’s why
we’re doing our part to help them keep their
kitchens busy.
Learn more

CRA NEWS
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Spotlight Story:
Adesso Capital
Check out CRA's Preferred Marketplace Partner, Adesso. They help restaurants access the
capital they need to achieve their goals, through their marketplace of lenders.
Unable to join the live webinar last week? Watch the Federal Incentives and ERC for CRA
Members webinar on-demand here.
FULL STORY

News You Need to Know: Two bills
we’re cheering for + CalSavers update
Two bills now on Gov. Newsom’s desk would
provide long-term relief for restaurants who

Restaurants Care is expanding their
safety-net to include all those in food
and beverage service in the Golden
State.
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want to continue serving guests by o!ering
alcoholic beverages with takeout meals and
on expanded patios. The bills are both
supported by the CRA — and one was
sponsored by the CRA. Also, hear an
important update from Sabrina this week
about a webinar to help you get signed up
for Cal Savers — California employers
must sign up.

This means employees working in tasting
rooms, food trucks, entertainment venues
and more can now qualify for a grant from
Restaurants Care. Restaurants Care gives
grants of up to $1,500 to food and beverage
workers facing death in the family,
illness/injury, accident, or housing disaster.
Quali"ed applicants typically receive funds
within a few weeks.

Watch now

Learn more

Legal Partner Content: An employee
has requested a religious exemption to
the company vaccine mandate—What
now?

Legal Partner Content: EEOC "les "rst
pandemic-related remote work
discrimination lawsuit

With the rising tide of mandates, many
employers face an urgent question: how do
employers handle employee requests for
religious exemptions from vaccine
mandates, with or without letters written by
religious leaders? CRA legal partner
Weintraub Tobin reviews best practices and
important steps to consider as an employer.

On September 7, U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) "led a "rstof-its-kind pandemic-related remote work
case. CRA legal partner Fisher Phillips
reviews what the case is, important lessons
employers can learn from it, and best
practices to follow when considering remote
work requests.
Read more

CRA members, for more information, you
have access to the on-demand CRA Legal
Center Webinar with Fisher Phillips:
Restaurants Guide to Responding to
COVID-19 Vaccine Religious Objections.
Read more
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FAIRFIELD: IN-PERSON
SERVSAFE® FOOD
PROTECTION MANAGER
TRAINING & PROCTORED
EXAM

GET STARTED WITH
WORKSTREAM

FREE RESTAURANTS CARE
CARDS!

Post to multiple job boards in just

Does your neighborhood restaurant

one click. View all applicants in one

know about the Restaurants Care

dashboard.

relief fund for food and beverage

Sep. 23, 2021
9:00 AM - 4:00 PM PST

workers? Help them out!
Learn more

Workforce Development Board of

Sign up here and we'll mail you a

Solano County

pack of 10 free cards.

Register now

UPCOMING WEBINARS
SEP

22
SEP

28

10:00 AM - 11:00 AM PST
Tried and True Tactics to
Hire Faster
More info
Register

10:00 AM - 11:00 AM PST
Will your restaurant become
the next Sears or Amazon?
More info
Register

SEP

23

10:00 AM - 11:00 AM PST
CalSavers Compliance
Requirements and Deadline
Approaching
More info
Register

SEP

30

NOON - 1:00 PM PST
Episode 1: How are you
dealing with the postpandemic talent crunch in
the restaurant industry?
Register
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CHECK OUT OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS + WEBINARS AND REGISTER HERE.
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